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WELCOME to the autumn Skipper. Many butterflies
have done well this season, including Small Blue,

Wood White and Brown Hairstreak, as described inside.
Probably the most interesting record was a Grayling on the
Great Train Journey West in August.
AGM and Members’ Day is just around the corner on

November 22. Please come along and enjoy the programme
lined up by Phil Boys. New this year is a prize digital photo
show, for which we encourage as many entries as possible.
David Gradidge is retiring after 20 years of Committee

service. David was Treasurer 1995-2013 and Membership
Secretary 2005-2014. He also introduced sheep to the
conservation work at Banstead Downs with great success.
I thank him for all his hard work and great attention to detail.
We welcome Richard Bance, who is taking over as Membership Secretary.

Richard introduces himself in the First Person feature on page 46.
We have moved our website to the “In Your Area” section of Butterfly

Conservation’s central website. It will be managed by Francis Kelly and the new
address is www.butterfly-conservation.org/surrey. Contributions are welcome.
I thank Ben Kirby for managing our website since 2007. The recording facility

was a particularly good feature and we will put a new system in place for 2015.
As of October 1, records supplied via the online system had topped 2,000 for the
first time at 2,522. Kent’s total was 5,578!
A special thanks to those of you who responded so generously to BC’s Small Blue

spring appeal, which was sent to our area only. It raised £9,517, donated by 118 of
the 868 recipients of the appeal leaflet. BC have so far added a further £1,896 in Gift
Aid, so the conservation target of £10,000 was successfully reached. Gail Jeffcoate
discusses Small Blue conservation on page 8.
The five-year cycle of general recording under the Butterflies for the New

Millennium banner ends this year. Please send all your records to Harry Clarke to
ensure they are included in the analysis. Harry will reveal plans for the 2015-2019
recording period in the next Skipper.
Following his work for Dukes on the Edge, Dan Hoare, our South East Senior

Officer, is turning his attention to new projects, including work in Surrey.
Please see his article on page 13.
� WINNER of the Gilded Butterflies DVD, offered as a prize in the last Skipper,
was Paul Huckle. Shot by branch member John Banks, Gilded Butterflies runs for
50 minutes. It costs £19.99 + £2 p&p from: Pemberley Books, 18 Bathurst Walk,
Iver, Bucks SL0 9AZ; 01753 631114.
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Chairman David Gardner

This magazine is distributed free to members of BC Surrey branch

Spring/Summer edition includes the new season’s field trips.
Autumn/Winter edition previews the annual Members’ Day.

Copy deadline Published
2015 Spring Feb 22 March
2015 Autumn Sep 20 October
� Thanks to all who have contributed to this edition.
Articles and photos are always greatly appreciated.
Please contact editor Francis Kelly.
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Oct 4 Amateur Entomologists’ Society
Annual Exhibition & Trade Fair:
Kempton 11.00

Oct 18 Kent branch Members’ Day:
Lenham 10.00

Oct 25 Hampshire branch
Members’ Day: Littleton, 13.30 

Oct 25 Upper Thames branch
Members’ Day: Amersham 10.30

Oct 31 Transect records to be online
Nov 8 Sussex branch Members’ Day:

Haywards Heath, 13.30
Nov 15 BC National AGM & Members’

Day: Stoneleigh Park,
Warwicks, 9.30

Nov 22 Surrey AGM & Members’ Day:
Dorking, 10.00

Dec 31 Final records please to County
Recorder to ensure they are
included in the annual report

Jan 17 Butterflies in the Glasshouse,
RHS Garden, Wisley: to Mar 8.

Jan 31 Moth Recorders’ Meeting:
Birmingham & Midland Institute

Feb 28 BC Branch Liaison Meeting
Mar 1 Garden Moth Scheme starts:

www.gardenmoths.org.uk
Mar 21 National Butterfly Recorders’

Meeting, Birmingham

� Front page photos, Francis Kelly. Small Blue on the A246 verge at
Merrow Park & Ride, Guildford, May 21: see page 8.
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Members’
Day 2014
Saturday, November 22
Friends Life Sports & Social Club,
Pixham Lane, Dorking RH4 1QA Doors open 9am

10.00 AGM 1 Last year’s minutes: page 44 8 Transects
2 Matters arising 5 Membership 9 Field trips
3 Chairman’s report 6 Oaken Wood 10 Moths
4 Accounts: page 43 7 Recorder 11 AOB

� Standing for re-election Malcolm Bridge, Peter Camber, Geoff Eaton
� Standing for election Richard Bance, Clive Huggins
10.45 Report from National AGM ..............................Stephen Jeffcoate

11.20 Recording ..........................................................................Harry Clarke
11.50 Thirty years of BC ..................................................Dennis Newland
12.10 Prize Digital Photo Show ............................................Francis Kelly

14.00 Hutchinson’s Bank ..................................................Malcolm Bridge
14.30 My Butterfly Year ..........................................................Francis Kelly
15.10 Small Blue Project......................................................Sarah Meredith
15.35 Moths to Light ..............................................................David Gardner
16.10 Photo Show result; Prize Quiz answers; Raffle
16.40 End ................................................................................Doors close 5pm
� The Social Club is the white building at the end of the path on the left
of the entrance drive. There is ample parking further along the drive.

10.50 REFRESHMENTS

12.45 LUNCH please contribute £10 if you wish to partake

Prize Digital
Photo Show
Calling all photographers!
Please submit your best photos
for our new Digital Show.
� Maximum 5 photos per member
� Must be taken in Surrey this year
� Each of a different butterfly
� Adult stage only
� Please email photos, with your name, species, site
& any notes, by November 9, to: surreybranch@gmail.com

� Best photos will be selected for the show
� Attendees will be asked to vote for the winner
� Entrants need not be present
� Prize to be determined on the day
� Winning photo will be featured in the next Skipper

Prize Quiz
Kelvin Reel, last year’s winner, is setting the questions. Please collect
a quiz sheet on arrival and tackle the questions during the day.

Raffle
Items for the raffle will be gratefully received, e.g. books, bottles.
Please hand them on arrival to Phil Boys.

Butterflies of Surrey Revisited: copies will be available
ALL MEMBERS ARE MOST WELCOME

NEW
THIS

YEAR
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Glanville goodbye

SUBSEQUENT to Harry Clarke’s
report in the Spring Skipper that no

Glanville Fritillary records had been
received for Wrecclesham Sandpit in 2013,
single sightings were reported by Steve
Hibbard (Jun 8) and John Bangay (Jun 14).
No records have been received for 2014,
so the 2001 release lasted to 2013.
� Waverley Council has not objected to
the following proposal regarding Alton
Road Sandpit (its official title):
Extraction of sand (770,000 tonnes)
and clay (512,000 cubic metres);
filling of existing and resultant void
with (2.6 million cubic metres)
non-hazardous industrial, commercial, household and inert waste . . .
comprehensive restoration to be completed by December 2029.
It was fun while it lasted! Meanwhile Hutchinson’s Bank carries the torch.

Glanville Fritillary: final photo from
Wrecclesham, Jun 16, 2013. John Bangay

New website www.butterfly-conservation.org/surrey

OUR new website from September is www.butterfly-conservation.org/surrey,
supported by Butterfly Conservation.

The new site also replaces www.surreymoths.org and is a work in progress.
A key feature of the old site was the recording facility. We will have new

arrangements in place next year. The new site will make it easier to include up-to-
date news, so please amend your bookmarks/favourites and keep a regular eye on it.
Please send any items or ideas to webmaster Francis Kelly.

Email address appeal

ON October 1st we sent a message to those 54% of members for whom we have
an email address. They also received an early PDF of this magazine (there are

NO plans to curtail the printed version).
If you did NOT receive that message, you are invited to email your full name to

surreybranch@gmail.com so we can add your email address to our database.
This will help communications regarding events etc, and you will receive an early
PDF of the Skipper as well as the printed version.

White Admiral second brood
GAY CARR photographed a second-brood White Admiral in her Roehampton
garden on September 22.

Grayling on the Downs

Afemale Grayling was found
by Martin Wills on the

Great Train Journey West field
trip on August 9. The butterfly
was on the Chalk at White
Down Lease (TQ11124874),
16km SE of the nearest
established heathland colony at
Horsell Common, Woking. This
was presumably a wandering
individual, and there was a
strong westerly wind that day.

Harry Clarke writes: “Graylings were on Surrey’s North Downs until the early
1960s but died out when rabbits stopped keeping the grass short enough. Maybe this
was a female trying to re-establish a new population. What is surprising is the
distance from the nearest known colony, so maybe they are more mobile than we
thought. It will be interesting to see if Graylings are in the same area in the coming
years. It generally takes three years of records to prove whether a population is
present or absent in a particular area. 
“This individual will be subspecies anglorum, the main type found on heathland

and chalk downland throughout the British Isles. There are other subspecies in North
Wales, Scotland and Ireland.”

Martin Wills points out the Grayling (below) he has just discovered at White Downs
Lease on the Great Train Journey West. Photos: Clive Huggins & Martin Wills
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Small Blue in Surrey 2014 Gail Jeffcoate

THERE is plenty to report! The Guildford Downs project continues, with bare
ground scrapes being created by contractors at three sites: The Mount – a dozen

scrapes have been made; Pewley Down – Small Blue is already present and scrapes
have been made in new areas; and Newlands Corner – scrapes have been made
along the length of the site.
All have now been sown with locally collected Kidney Vetch seed. Two Small

Blues were seen at the west end of the slope at Newlands Corner on the June 1
branch field trip, showing that the butterfly can reach the site from the
Merrow/Pewley area, and should colonise when the Kidney Vetch is established.
The Silver-spotted Skipper has also taken advantage of the clearance work at
Newlands Corner, laying eggs on Sheep’s Fescue in bare ground areas following
scrub removal.
This project was part funded by Cemex, along with other donors, including Surrey

branch and BC members responding to the appeal circulated earlier this year. BC
regional and fundraising staff are looking at ways of funding further work and
extending the project.
The London Small Blue Project, funded by SITA Recycling and managed by the

Downlands Project, has now ended. Small Blue habitat has been created at half a
dozen sites in the north east of the county, including: Hutchinson’s Bank – the
branch has been involved with management for many years; Roundshaw Downs –
Small Blues have been seen this year after creation of scrapes to extend the tiny area
of habitat previously available; Happy Valley – Small Blues were recorded for the
first time in 2013.
The Downlands Project will soon be starting another SITA project, not specifically

for the Small Blue, but clearing large areas of scrub at Caterham Viewpoint and
Long Hill, Woldingham. Kidney Vetch will be sown where bare ground is created
while, as part of the same project, the Lower Mole Project will be extending the
amount of habitat for the Small Blue at Epsom Downs, building on long-standing
work in that area.
Elsewhere this year Small Blues were discovered by Harry Eve at Clandon Wood

Natural Burial Reserve, having colonised Kidney Vetch in a wildflower meadow
grown from a seed mix. And on May 19 Harry reported a Small Blue flying at
Merrow Park & Ride, Guildford, where he found a larva two years ago. This
prompted a visit from Francis Kelly, who watched 10 Small Blues flying along the
verge of the A246, plus Brown Argus and egg-laying Green Hairstreak.
I was able to confirm the presence of Small Blues at a Thames Water covered

reservoir in Epsom, normally closed to the public, when I visited with members of
Surrey Botanical Society and Epsom & Ewell Rangers in June. We saw a tiny Small
Blue there, the smallest I have ever seen.
The butterfly has also turned up at a site where it used to occur in the 1980s on the

scarp slope of the Downs, following creation of suitable habitat. As mentioned in my

Skipper article a year ago, one legacy of the Olympic Games at Box Hill has been
the provision of bare chalk where material was dug out and used during road works
before the Road Cycling Race. A small amount of Kidney Vetch is now established
there, and flowered this year, while the Box Hill Volunteers are working to extend
the distribution of the foodplant on the slopes.
The Small Blue is expected to colonise another site next year. Large areas of bare

chalk have been created at Surrey Wildlife Trust’s new reserve at Priest Hill,
Cheam. In September 2013 “green hay” cut from the nearby Howell Hill reserve
was spread on some of the bare chalk, resulting in good growth of Kidney Vetch this
year, with a few plants flowering. These will no doubt provide seeds to increase the
number of plants. On another part of the reserve, seed was spread on a south-facing
bank where now there are some vigorous rosettes, which will flower next year. It is
likely that Small Blues will colonise in 2015 from Howell Hill or other nearby sites.
At the end of August, Sarah Meredith (Project Manager) and I met with BC

regional and fundraising staff to plan further action for the Small Blue in the
Guildford area. Volunteer involvement will be important in keeping the benefits
going in the future. People are needed to visit sites in the Guildford area and in other
parts of Surrey, monitoring butterfly numbers, looking for eggs on Kidney Vetch
flowers, and making sure that suitable conditions are continuously available for the
foodplant to thrive on each site.
� If you are able to help by keeping an eye on a site near you, please get in touch
and we will show you what needs to be done. g.jeffcoate@btopenworld.com
� Gail Jeffcoate, County Butterfly Recorder 1995-2000, is a conservation adviser,
notably for the National Trust.
� Sarah Meredith writes: From September my official job title with Butterfly
Conservation is Chilterns Duke of Burgundy Project Officer, a part time role which
should also allow me to work half a day a week in Surrey for the Small Blue.

Simon Hawkins, of Red Kite Conservation Services, Godalming, oversees the creation of
a Kidney Vetch scrape at Newlands Corner, March 2014. Sarah Meredith
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the branch Committee on September 8 and the situation seems to be that there is no
possibility of FC sanctioning branch activity on the extension land and that the FISA
(Forest Industry Safety Accord) code of practice might make it impossible for
volunteers – even those LANTRA-trained – to use power tools such as chain saws
and brushcutters on FC lands. Contracting out this winter work would cost £1,000+
p.a. and I would be loath to ask for that amount from our conservation budget given
the other demands (e.g. Small Blue work) on our dwindling resources.
Oh dear. Although Oaken Wood no longer supports breeding populations of the

two pearl-bordered fritillaries, and has never been the stronghold of Chiddingfold’s
Wood White populations, it is still a cherished and attractive piece of woodland as it
was way back in the early 1980s when Pete Beale fell in love with forestry
compartment 217. I remain optimistic that the issues with regard to use of power
tools can be resolved but the hopes of enlarging our reserve seem extinguished.
On a cheering note a gang of us plan to have a moth night at Oaken this coming

weekend (mid Sept) to enjoy some late season gems such as Oak Lutestring.
The number of larger moths recorded at Oaken Wood over the years (special thanks
to Derek Coleman) now exceeds 300.

BC meeting with Forestry Commission at Oaken Wood, May 13. With Malcolm Bridge
(kneeling) are (left to right): John Davis, BC Head of Reserves; Bruce Auchterlonie,
Beat Forester, Surrey; Stan Abbott, Planning & Environment Manager; Jay Doyle,
South England District Ecologist; Melissa Jones, acting land agent. FK

THE wet and stormy winter finally gave way in early March to a warm and
prolonged spring and Oaken Wood looked and sounded at its best in April and

May, with several nightingale territories and a terrific show of spring butterflies. The
spring sunshine had a day off on May 13, when heavy showers punctuated the
afternoon meeting between Butterfly Conservation and the Forestry Commission to
discuss the ambitious project to increase the size of our reserve
BC were represented by John Davis, Head of Reserves. Branch members were

John Rees, Michael Friend, Malcolm Bridge (OW volunteers) and Francis Kelly.
FC were represented by (see caption opposite for titles) Stan Abbott, Bruce
Auchterlonie, Jay Doyle and Melissa Jones.
The 22 acres of Oaken Wood were walked and part of the extension area explored.

The consensus seemed to be that the best outcome would be to extend OW’s current
lease for another five years and to have access to the new area on a management
basis. My understanding was that the paperwork would be sorted between BC’s
Reserves Officer and FC and be in place by this autumn.
Summer field trips and visits to Oaken Wood confirmed the effectiveness of the

2013 bracken spraying. Regrowth was sparse so, for the second summer, the local
volunteers were spared three or four bracken bashing visits and could enjoy the
wildlife instead.
Of several visits my favourite was on August Bank Holiday Sunday. Heavy traffic

caused by the Dunsfold Air Show delayed my arrival but the loveliness of the day
and the overhead spectacle more than compensated for the traffic problems.
Overhead two WW2 Lancasters skimmed low followed by a Hurricane and then the
amazing Red Arrows, nine of them, in a different formation every passing. Then on
to Triangle and a splendid late season show of Wood Whites assiduously egg-laying,
mainly on Bird’s-foot-trefoil.
Silver-washed Fritillary, Brown Argus and Red Admiral added to the occasion and

the Fleabane-rich roadside towards Lagfold sported several Common Blues and a
Clouded Yellow taking nectar.
This upbeat memory of a lovely day would be a fitting conclusion to these notes

but the following week an unexpected flurry of e-mails between Melissa, myself and
John Davis threw the whole question of the extension, and even the branch’s future
involvement at Oaken Wood, into the melting pot. These e-mails were reported to

Notes from Oaken Wood Malcolm Bridge

OAKEN WOOD, our branch reserve since 1995, is 8.8ha of woodland and
grassland in the south-west of the county, 2.6km south of Dunsfold, and a similar
distance north of the Sussex village of Plaistow. It is part of the Forestry
Commission’s 324ha Chiddingfold Forest.
Access: via track that runs west from Plaistow Rd at SU994338; GU8 4PG.
� Members are warmly invited to join the regular work parties.

Please contact Malcolm Bridge.
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Regional Officer update Dan Hoare

SEPTEMBER brings the end of the first phase of funding
for our regional Dukes on the Edge project, which has

coordinated conservation action for this declining species
across South East England. So it’s a good time to reflect on
what we’ve achieved.
Over three years BC staff and volunteers have provided

management advice for 147 sites, including nearly all of the
region’s 76 surviving colonies. As well as trying to secure
suitable habitat management, we also worked on improving
conditions on extinct sites and others with no records of the
butterfly but the potential to provide the right habitat.
This approach of working on multiple sites in an area,

whether or not the butterfly is currently present, is central to our model of
landscape-scale conservation. Building networks of suitable habitat allows
threatened butterflies to move between sites and adapt to changing conditions, which
is particularly important for a species like the Duke of Burgundy, which is
particularly vulnerable to summer droughts. Duke larvae feed on cowslips or
primroses right through the summer, so in hot conditions foodplants can often wilt
before larval development is completed in early August, a particular problem on thin
chalk soils. Networks of interconnected sites provide a range of conditions, with
cooler and damper sites providing a refuge in hotter years. 
The signs are that all of this work is starting to pay off for the Duke in some areas.

On 82 sites the condition or the area of suitable habitat is known to have improved
as a result of our work, and we have seen several expanding populations and
colonisations since the project started in 2011.
In Kent, West Sussex and East Hampshire Dukes are now thriving on a number of

sites, and it is hugely rewarding that our volunteer surveyors have started to find
new colonies of the butterfly appearing. The first phase of activity supported by the
Heritage Lottery Fund and SITA Trust is now complete but there is much work still
to do to secure a future for Dukes. So we will continue working on Dukes across the
region, with a particular reliance on our highly skilled volunteers to lead habitat
management and monitoring at many sites. 
We are now developing a number of other projects across the region, with our

fundraising team working hard to secure support for work on Pearl-bordered and
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries in Sussex and Hampshire. We also hope to do
further work targeting Wood Whites in the West Weald landscape, which includes
Chiddingfold Forest and neighbouring sites on the border of Surrey and Sussex, and
to coordinate better management for Silver-studded Blue and Grayling on Surrey’s
heathlands. Volunteer effort is a key part of all of our conservation work, so look out
for opportunities to be involved in these projects as they develop.
� Dr Dan Hoare is BC Senior Regional Officer – South East.

Wood White 2014 update

THE Wood White has had a bumper year, writes STEPHEN JEFFCOATE.
Having visited satellite sites to assess dispersal from the core population in

Chiddingfold Forest, I estimate that the area of occupancy is as great as it was in the
last boom period of 2003/4/5.
I have also heard from Devon and the Midlands that the second brood was

exceptional this year. I have shown previously that there is a strong positive
correlation between second-brood numbers and first-brood the following year, so
next spring should be good if conditions are right.
In Surrey this year Wood Whites were recorded as far east as Cranleigh

Brickworks (TQ070354) – female July 30, male July 31; and as far west as Stroud
Wood (SU922353) and Holmen’s Grove (SU919360), north of Grayswood, on
August 3. That gives an east-west range in Surrey of 15km. The Wood White is
doing OK in England/Britain and is not “endangered” – yet.
� Graham Collins and I
were surprised to find a
solitary male Wood White
during a visit to Vann
Gardens (SU983374),
Hambledon, on April 16,
writes JOVITA KAUNANG.
This was not just because it

was rather early in the
season, but after the formal
landscaping as part of the
development at nearby
Nutbourne Clay Pit, a former
Wood White stronghold, we
surmised this Sinapis colony
was extinct as a consequence. We returned to Vann on May 14 and examined the
Bitter-vetch and Bush Vetch for eggs or feeding signs but found neither.
Historic Vann holds potential as a Wood White site – its Gertrude Jekyll designed

woodland (water) garden has the benefit of being permanently kept open and offers
a slope aspect supporting a continuity of this species’ larval foodplants. This site and
its surrounding area are definitely worth further visits and in the event of more Wood
Whites being found, education on its conservation offered to land owners and
managers would be worthwhile.
Graham and I would like to thank Mary Caroe, owner of Vann, for her interest and

allowing us a further private visit. For visitor information, see
www.vanngarden.co.uk. Refreshments are also available at the tea room in the
Hambledon community shop and post office.
� Stephen Jeffcoate’s Wood White lecture: page 26

Wood White male on Summer Snowflake,
Vann Gardens. Graham Collins
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Leading my first field trip Alison Gilry

IT was with some trepidation that I went to Epsom Commonon July 10 to lead my first field trip. The sky was entirely
overcast so I was impressed to find around eight people
waiting for me. I needn’t have been nervous; everyone was
relaxed, even though the prospect of seeing butterflies was
not good. Most of the party had not visited Epsom Common
before, so the walk would be novel.
I took the group along my UKBMS transect route, which

was established in 2009. The walk covers woodland rides,
a grazing meadow and an area of relict heath. In the absence
of butterflies (apart from trusty Ringlets) I pointed out what I would typically see on
a good day! The site is important for White Admiral, as the woodland sections
contain lots of Honeysuckle. During the butterfly’s flight period on a sunny day, it
really is just a matter of stepping out of the car in Stew Ponds car park and you will
soon be rewarded with the butterfly gliding before you. We also have a good
population of Silver-washed Fritillary.
The many veteran Oaks support saprophytic invertebrates, for which Epsom and

Ashtead Commons gained SSSI designation. In most years, Purple Hairstreaks
frequent the Oak foliage, and the Purple Emperor is usually reported each year,
sometimes even on the transect, skirting the Oak tree-line at the top of the Grazing
Meadow, the highest point of the site. Goat Willow, the larval food plant, is scattered
across the site. Unfortunately Purple Emperor sightings are down compared to
historical records.
Originally managed as wood pasture, the Grazing Meadow continues to be grazed

each summer, and the south eastern quarter reveals an impressive population of
Corky-fruited Water-dropwort. In future, the Grazing Meadow will hopefully
support a greater diversity of plants. Small numbers of Green Hairstreak can be
encountered among the gorse scrub.
The scrub mosaic also supports an important reptile population including Adders,

currently monitored by SARG (Surrey Amphibian Reptile Group) and has breeding
Whitethroat, Yellowhammer and occasional Willow Warbler. Moth species are
currently under-recorded, although an evening’s trap by Paul Wheeler in June
established over 100 species.
Horton Heath, east of the Grazing Meadow, is also cattle-grazed each summer, and

supports a good stand of remnant Heather on one of a few surviving pockets of
heathland. This year I observed a singing Wood Warbler nearby.
The circular transect returns to the Stew Ponds via Birch woodland. We finished

with a brief detour to take in the view from the top of Malden Rushett Farm, one of
my favourite local views. Despite the disappointing weather and lack of butterflies,
I appreciated the opportunity to introduce Epsom Common to new visitors. I look
forward to leading a walk for Surrey branch next year, hopefully in the sunshine!

Field trip reports Mike Weller

What would 2014 bring after such a wet, windy but mild winter?
A March Orange-tip in my garden set the trend – an early
emergence for many. Generally the season was kind to Surrey’s
butterflies and field-trippers and, unlike 2013, the timetable was
on schedule to see the target species. Here are my best memories.
Jun 8, Howell Hill: a compact site, still Surrey’s best for Small
Blue; notable absence of Green Hairstreak & Small Copper.
Jun 11, Fairmile Common: our earliest Silver-studded Blue site;
still none across the A3, despite management.
A single Painted Lady was my first of a poor season.
Jun 29, Norbury Park: 16 species including Silver-washed
Fritillary 8, Dark Green Fritillary 1, a glimpse for some of a
Purple Emperor, and Peacock larvae in the same location as in
2013; many Marbled Whites.
Jul 3, Bookham: modest numbers of White Admiral and Silver-
washed Fritillary (incl mating pair) compared to the best years but
up to six Purple Emperors, including one flying low.
A first Purple Hairstreak and single Marbled White.
Jul 6, Chiddingfold: four Purple Emperors, including a low-flyer
near Triangle Meadow, which urgently needs management.
Jul 13, Holmwood: for 2nd successive year Purple Emperor (2),
including a speedy flypast of the lunching group.
White Admirals (3) past their peak but first new-brood Brimstone.
Jul 17, Ashtead: 10 Purple Emperor sightings – a lifetime first
for one octogenarian among us.
Jul 24, Great Train Journey East: our highest species total of
28 helped by 1 Purple Emperor, 10+ Chalkhill Blue, 12+Silver-
spotted Skipper, 6 Brown Argus, 2 Small Copper, 1 Dingy
Skipper plus 1 Brown Hairstreak seen by Martin Wills in
Betchworth before the walk started at 9.20.
Aug 3, Vale End: Daphne & John Foulsham were again our
generous hosts. 4 Clouded Yellows and our first Silver-spotted
Skipper for the site. 21 species, plus a Wasp Spider!
Aug 21, Bookham: at least 8 Brown Hairstreaks, a record count.
Lunch on Albury Downs during Vale End field trip (from left): Kath Higgens,
John Parish, John Hodder, Phil Boys, Ted Forsyth, Helen Kelly, Clive Huggins,
David Gough, Martin Wills, Mike & Liz Weller, Gill Cann (obscuring Joe Jones),
Nigel Jackman, John Foulsham (host, rear), ? (obscuring Daphne Foulsham),
Louise Bright, Richard Herbert, Martin Scalway, Tim Bright, Helen Neve, Ken Owen,
Diana Hayes, Michael Friend. Seated rear: Bruce McLaren, Ros Knight, Gay Carr.
Standing: Robert Edmondson. FK
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Field trip reports Francis Kelly

May 6, Sheepleas: best ever numbers
of spring specialities – Dingy 12,
Grizzled 7, Green Hairstreak 8.
May 18, Blatchford Down: a new
site, notable on the day for
many Common Blues, followed
by Brown Argus.
Jun 1, Newlands Corner: such a
good start that we saw all target
species before the additional two-mile
trek to Pewley Down.
Two Small Blues were among

general plants in the south-west
corner, little more than 100m from the
most westerly of the half-dozen
scrapes created for them. A smart
female Brown Argus and then
seemingly another 100m farther along
the track – but a nick in the wing
revealed she was the same individual
who had stayed ahead of us all that
way. We also enjoyed some Brimstone
behaviour (see centre pages). GPS
data showed we walked 9.1km,
descending from 180m to 90m and
back again, crossing seven monads.
Jun 26, Whitmoor: magical combination of Silver-studded Blue and Silver-washed
Fritillary on the same trip; plus White Admiral.
Jul 1, Juniper Top: dozens of Dark Green Frits and Marbled Whites easily
outnumbered Meadow Browns.
Jul 8, Sheepleas: the best field trip that never was! Nineteen guests, including four
first-timers, waited half an hour in the rain before we abandoned.
Four of us moved on to the nearby Clandon Wood Burial Reserve and, as the rain

eased, we saw three Marbled Whites, a first for this exciting new site, which also
has Small Blue. By now the sun had broken through so we returned to the
Sheepleas master tree for my best ever Purple Emperor show there – at least two
flew across the canopy constantly for over half an hour. The icing on the cake in the
same glade was a Silver-washed Fritillary f valesina. We bumped into branch
members Geoff White & Geoff Bonner-Morgan, who also enjoyed the spectacle.
Jul 15, Broadstreet Common: 21 species in superb habitat adjoining a Guildford
housing estate.

Jul 22, Headley Heath: a cosmopolitan affair, with guests from Preston, Cley and
Winchelsea; 24 species: 12 Small Coppers, many Brown Argus, fresh Silver-spotted
Skippers, 2nd-brood Dingy; Purple Emperor atop the Oaks by Brimmer car park.
Jul 29, Reigate: 25 species: 2 Clouded Yellows; only 4 Silver-spotted Skippers.
Aug 7, Brookwood: 15 Small Coppers; two Painted Ladies in a poor year for this
migrant; Graylings in the Cemetery as well as on adjacent Dawney Heath.
Buff-tip larvae on an Oak were intriguing.
Aug 16, Wisley & Boldermere: freakishly popular with 43 guests, including four
members of the British Dragonfly Society for this joint event. The afternoon visit to
Boldermere across the A3 was notable for Small Red-eyed Damselfly (1st GB
record 1999; 1st Surrey 2003) and egg-laying Brown Hawkers.
DRAGONS (8): Emperor, Brown, Southern & Migrant Hawkers; Common, Ruddy
& Black Darters; Black-tailed Skimmer
DAMSELS (7): Common Blue, Azure, Red-eyed, Small Red-eyed, Small Red,
Emerald, Banded Demoiselle.
Aug 27, Bookham: Brown Hairstreak at TQ12145611, a delightful off-Common
field surrounded by Blackthorn.
Sep 2, Pewley: 15 species included Brown Hairstreak, a field-trip first for the site.
Sep 8 & 16: ad hoc trips to Cranleigh and Ewhurst both found Brown Hairstreak in
new areas of exciting potential.
� My 12 scheduled field trips attracted 93 different people, 55 of whom attended
only once. Coincidentally, 55 new people attended in 2014, but 19 from 2013 did
not reappear. My Sweet FA (Faithful Attendee) Award goes to Michael Friend, who
tied with Clive Huggins on nine appearances. Michael wins by being the only
person to show up for the abandoned Pewley trip. New member Ken Owen
deserves an honourable mention with eight.

Brown Hawkers egg-laying at Boldermere. Roger Beck

Silver-washed Fritillary, f valesina,
at Sheepleas. FK
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Field trip reports Malcolm Bridge

Apr 23, Ham Lands: the traditional season-opener.
May 7, Hutchinson’s Bank: The Cutting hosted several roosting Glanville
Fritillaries. Chapel Bank: a carpet of Elm seed discs revealed a mature Elm with
signs of feeding damage. Martin Wills found two large White-letter Hairstreak
larvae at almost his first attempt. This was a lifetime first for most of us, a red letter
(or White-letter) day indeed.
May 11, Chiddingfold: Wood Whites fluttered low along the trackside ditches, and
excitingly (scientifically rather than visually), three or four Drab Loopers.
Jun 15, Hutchinson’s Bank: cloudy, with micro-moths providing the only action.
The group examined a huge chalk scrape (as big as a football pitch), created in
September 2013 and plug-planted by the local group with Kidney and Horseshoe
Vetch. Both were in flower and it was gratifying to see Small Blues. Chalkhill Blues
are occasional visitors and the hope is that, with the presence of the larval foodplant,
a breeding presence might be established.
Jun 24, Mitcham Common: after several
disappointing seasons at a site which used to
support the best White-letter Hairstreak
numbers in the county, it was heartening that
the first woodland strip with Elm produced
the small, silvery flicker of our target species.
Across the busy Croydon-Mitcham main road
another small block of woodland with Elm
gave a second hairstreak sighting – this time
a Purple.
Jul 27, Wimbledon Common: several
Black Arches, a lovely Oak-feeding moth,
were roosting on the tiled walls of an A3
underpass. Two Purple Hairstreaks included
one posing on the ground. At The Telegraph
PH, two young Elms were rising above the
encircling bramble. Two of 40 Elms planted
across South London in 2003 as a branch
project, they have almost attained maturity
and should make large trees – providing
over-zealous contractors leave them alone.
Aug 9, Great Railway Journey West: 28 walkers enjoyed a lovely day for the
10km return to Dorking from Gomshall. Silver-spotted Skippers were everywhere
but the star of the show was a Grayling (see page 7). A pillbox revealed a tight group
of nine aestivating Peacocks, and this year the timing was right for emerging
Adonis Blues, plus two target species moths, Chalk Carpet and Lace Border. The
total of 24 butterfly species also included Dark Green Fritillary and Clouded Yellow.

White-letter Hairstreak larva on Elm,
Chapel Bank. Martin Wills

Mr R Ashcroft ....Haslemere
Mr P Barrett....Chiddingfold
Mrs A Bennett

Walton-on-the-Hill
Mr & Mrs W Bessant

Kenley
Ms E Bishop ..........Coulsdon
Mr & Mrs M Block & fam

Croydon
Ms J Blower..........Merstham
Mr F Boxell ......Chessington
Mr & Mrs D Boyd ..Milford
Mr O Bridgeman ............W2
Ms S Bunce ............Surbiton
Dr C Carling ..............SW18
Ms K Coutts &

Mr J Davy & fam Egham
Mr J Curtin, Mrs J Ullman

Abinger Hammer
Mr O Davies ....New Malden
Ms S Day ..............Haslemere
Ms J Farley ........Hambledon
Mss S & C Featherstone

Godalming
Mr S Gray............Haslemere
Ms K Greenwood &

Mr A Hadji Thames Ditton

Mr & Mrs M Hastings
Tadworth

Mr & Mrs I Herbert
Walton-on-Thames

Ms K Higgins ..........Knaphill
Mr L J Hill ........Wimbledon
Mr G Hollingworth

Camberley
Mr M Humphries ........SE11
Mr D Kiddell ..........Ashtead
Ms E Kirby-Green ......SE21
Dr K Kolkiewicz ........SW18
Mr T Lenz ....................SW2
Ms W Lock ............Farnham
Mrs P Mager ......Wimbledon
Mr R Mason ..............Egham
Mr & Mrs D McClintock

Cobham
Mr T McNelly ......Guildford
Mrs M Meredith

Worcester Park
Mr D Millen ..........Lingfield
Ms M Mitchell ....Godalming
Mr J Nelson ......Raynes Park
Mr A Pickett &

Mrs N Hutton-Pickett
Dorking

Mr G Pierce..............Frimley
Mrs A Potts ............Farnham
Mr & Mrs O Ringwood

New Malden
Mrs M Rowdon

Wrecclesham
Mr J Scalway ....Leatherhead
Mr S Slaughter ....Caterham
Mr P Smallwood ..Guildford
Ms J Smith

Sunbury-on-Thames
Mr P Smith ....West Drayton
Mrs M Smith ..........Dorking
Ms J Stiasny............Croydon
Mrs J Stradling ......Farnham
Mr & Mrs J Tedder

Carshalton
Ms R Thornley ..........Epsom
Mr R Twitchin ........Farnham
Mr D Wilkins ........Coulsdon
Mr P Wright

Walton-on-Thames
Mrs J Wynn ..............Epsom
A belated welcome to:
Mr G Jameison ............Hook
Mrs J Seabrook ..Effingham
Ms L Trenchard ....Tadworth

Sep 2014 total 980 (up by 25 from Feb). A warm welcome to the following new members: 

Membership David Gradidge

New Members’ Day Geoff Eaton

NEW Members’ Day is an annual event, alternating between spring (May) and
summer (July); this year we were back to spring. On Saturday, May 10,

13 attendees joined presenters David Gardner, Phil Boys, Francis Kelly and Geoff
Eaton in the Templeton Room at Juniper Hall. After refreshments, the morning was
occupied by talks on different aspects of butterflies and moths, and their study.
After lunch the clouds rolled in, and we travelled up to Denbies Hillside with

some trepidation. Despite the cool and very windy conditions, the sun did peep
through. Several Five-spot Burnet Z. trifolii palustrella were seen, including a
mating pair. The other moths were Treble Bar and the micro Grapholita jungiella.
Our first butterfly was a Dingy Skipper, and our Chairman netted one on the wing,

allowing us a closer look. When released, it was happy to sit on the netting, and
showed no inclination to fly away. Small Heaths and male Common Blues also
made brief flights, and our only other species was a Speckled Wood.
Needless to say, the rain arrived when we were at the furthest point from the car

park! Next year we are back to July, and hopefully a gloriously sunny day!
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10-year
trend

1 Brimstone -24%
1 Chalkhill Blue 77%
2 Dark Green Fritillary 30%
2 Ringlet 46%
2 Silver-spotted Skipper -23%
2 Small White 5%
3 Silver-washed Fritillary -3%
4 Green-veined White 24%
4 Large White 3%
5 Clouded Yellow -87%
5 Peacock 1%
6 Adonis Blue -23%
7 Purple Hairstreak 1%
7 Speckled Wood -12%
8 Purple Emperor -19%
10 Comma -23%
11 Silver-studded Blue 2%
12 Marbled White -13%
12 Meadow Brown -18%
15 Brown Argus -26%
15 Common Blue -22%
16 Dingy Skipper 57%
18 Small Tortoiseshell -15%
19 Orange-tip 36%
20 Small Heath 6%
22 Painted Lady -83%
24 Small Copper -7%
25 Grayling 25%
25 Holly Blue -53%
25 Small Blue -25%
28 White Admiral -50%
29 Brown Hairstreak -75%
29 Red Admiral -25%
29 Wood White -56%
30 Small Skipper -31%
31 Essex Skipper -89%
31 Large Skipper -13%
33 Gatekeeper -59%
35 Green Hairstreak -40%
37 White-letter Hairstreak -71%
38 Grizzled Skipper 12%

Ranking of 2013 among the
38 years of transects, 1976+

Transects Francis Kelly

ABOUT 50 transects have been walked
in Surrey in 2014. Special thanks to

Rachael Thornley, Surrey Wildlife Trust
Assistant Ranger, who encouraged
volunteers to set up new walks at
Dollypers Hill, Hill Park, Norbury Park (2)
& Priest Hill.
� Other new walks: Chapel Bank,
Horton CP, Morden Hall Park,
Runnymede, Tice’s Meadow, Warren Farm.
� The following walkers have recently
stepped down. Many thanks to:
Martin Boyle, Peter Creasey,
Duncan Greig, Howard Street,
Margaret Tomsett.

THE adjacent table features Surrey’s
41 regular species only. The data is

drawn from all UK transects in 2013.
Brimstone & Chalkhill Blue:

2013 best year ever
Grizzled Skipper: 2013 worst year ever
2013 in top 10 best years for 16 species
2013 in top 50% of years for a

further 8 species
15 species 100%+ more abundant

than in 2012
Only six species fared worse than in 2012
27 have declined over last 10 years

Rachael Thornley (left) and Bob Crompton (right) of Surrey Wildlife Trust, with
volunteers Ruth & Jim Yeeles, setting up a butterfly transect at Hill Park, Tatsfield,
March 2014. FK

A TRANSECT is a fixed-route weekly walk,
typically 1-4km, taking 45mins-2hrs.
Butterflies are recorded in a 5m band
(2.5m either side, 5m ahead) in the 26 weeks
from April 1 to September 29, between 10.45am & 3.45pm in suitable weather.
If walks are missed, the online programme may estimate values from other counts.

Transects are often shared, and there is a time-saving single-species variation.
A tailored field-sheet is provided and data is easily entered online.

TRANSECT data for the current year is on www.ukbms.org/mydata
login: Surrey branch; password: Br1mst0ne (use cap B, one & zero).
Go to Annual Summary; choose the year; in the “Filter by recorder” box select

“All recorders” and wait for data from all UK sites to be displayed.
In the “Filter by site” box, select a site.
In the “View” box, “summary data” is usually the best option.
� For data from previous years go to: www.ukbms.org/sites.aspx and select a site.
At the bottom of the screen, select “Species list” to view all butterflies; click on
each butterfly to see its site data. Select “Species count” to view each year.
EXAMPLES: Adonis Blue at Denbies Landbarn B:

www.ukbms.org/SpeciesbySites.aspx?speciesId=70&siteId=2053
Adonis, all sites: www.ukbms.org/SpeciesListbyYear.aspx?speciesId=70&year=2013
Denbies, all butterflies: www.ukbms.org/SiteListbyYear.aspx?siteId=2053&year=2013

What is a transect?

How to view transect data online

Transect
walkers are
always needed
Please contact
Francis Kelly
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Butterfly collections Nigel Jackman

PATRICK BARKHAM’s DVD Guide to British Butterflies (2013) begins with a
scene from the Castle Museum, Norwich, where thousands of butterflies from

the 19th century onwards are on display. Collecting butterflies was an acceptable
pastime, happily no longer approved and largely replaced by photography. However,
the collection forms a link to the past and is still something to be enjoyed.
Disregarding London’s Natural History Museum, this set me thinking about what

resources there are in Surrey. It appears that the Haslemere Educational Museum is
the county’s only major public repository. The majority of the collection of 8,000+
butterflies spans the 1880s to the 1950s and was collected from around the world,
but mostly from Britain.
Two cabinets are on public display and the rest are viewable by appointment only.

In June I arranged to investigate the collection. I was taken into the back-reaches of
the museum where the main (reserve) collection is housed in cabinets holding pull-
out, glass-topped display drawers. The larger drawers hold 100-200+ specimens, and
some of the contents are labelled. Generally the collection is in good condition, the
exception being the contents of the cabinets in the main museum.

There were varied numbers of different species and I was thrilled to view
butterflies I had never seen in the field, including some now extinct in Surrey.
My experience was akin to something between genealogical research and searching
through the treasures in granny’s attic. Among the specimens were Large Copper,
Bath White, Large Tortoiseshell, Swallowtail, Camberwell Beauty, and county
extinctions such as Black-veined White, Black Hairstreak, Duke of Burgundy,
Marsh Fritillary, Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
The collection has been fully catalogued in spreadsheet form, with a unique

reference and location code for each specimen together with place and date
(if known) collected. To give two examples, a Duke of Burgundy is recorded as
collected at Witley (copse near station) on 05/05/1893, and a Swallowtail was
collected at Brownholm, Tilford on 04/07/1940. There are also 2,808 moths.
� A smaller collection of butterflies, donated from 1851 to 1871, is in the museum
of the private Holmesdale Natural History Club, which promotes the study of
natural history, local history, archaeology and geology in the Reigate area.
Two cabinets containing 17 drawers between them house recently cleaned and

remounted specimens. A third cabinet has five drawers of specimens set on samples
of local plants, plus five drawers of moths in poor condition.
The museum is open to the public only on Heritage Open Days and usually one

day in the spring. A few people work at the club on Monday afternoons, 2.00-4.30,
and would be happy to show the collection by appointment.
� Collections Assistant, Haslemere Educational Museum, 78 High Street,
Haslemere GU27 2LA; 01428 642112 collections@haslemeremuseum.co.uk
� Holmesdale Natural History Club Museum, 14 Croydon Rd, Reigate RH2 0PG
01737 645728 (Jane Shaw) holmesdale.natural.history.club@gmail.com
Websites: www.hnhc.co.uk; www.haslemeremuseum.co.uk

OVER 44,000 people recorded almost 560,000 butterflies in the UK’s 5th Big
Butterfly Count. Of the 21 target species, 13 unsurprisingly declined by 20%+

compared with the brilliant summer of 2013, but most were still well above the
washout levels of 2012. Six actually increased, notably the Small Tortoiseshell,
whose population had declined by 78% since the 1970s. Its numbers rose by almost
a quarter compared with 2013, despite the coldest August since 1993.
TOP 10
1 Peacock......................................95,551
2 Gatekeeper ................................79,937
3 Small White ..............................65,549
4 Small Tortoiseshell ....................63,238
5 Meadow Brown ........................58,007

6 Large White ..............................49,670
7 Red Admiral ..............................25,606
8 Green-veined White ..................21,701
9 Common Blue............................17,819
10 Speckled Wood ........................14,420A drawer of Whites at Haslemere Museum. NJ
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Brimstone takes umbrage
1 Male Brimstone (yellower, left)
approaches female while she is
trying to feed on Bramble.

2 Female unfolds her wings, revealing
white upperside, and raises her
abdomen. This is rejection mode,
preventing the male from mating.

3 Female’s abdomen now fully raised.

4 Male approaches from the right.
5 Female again adopts rejection mode.
6 Male ignores her message and tries
to force himself upon her.

7 Main picture: a rare view of the
male’s upperside, including all four
red spots, but he is now almost one
year old and his wings are ragged.

1 4

5

6

2

7

3

A male and female Brimstone entertained us during our branch field trip
to Newlands Corner in June. Francis Kelly
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Wood White views
STEPHEN JEFFCOATE’s lecture at April’s International Symposium.

THREE related species of the genus Leptidea have been identified. The one in
Surrey, L sinapis, has a long genetic history (some 200,000 years) and extensive

geography (some 5,000km from Kazakhstan in the east to the Atlantic coast of
Ireland in the west). It has evolved an effective survival strategy over space and
time. We need to learn from this to inform our efforts to conserve the Wood White in
Surrey, and I will address two questions.

Is the Wood White a habitat specialist in Britain?
It has become customary to divide butterfly species into generalists and specialists.

In the Millennium Atlas (2001), of which I was a co-author albeit a minor one,
FIVE criteria were identified as characteristic of specialists. I have visited most
Wood White sites in Southern Britain in recent years, and when assessed against
these criteria now, the Wood White is evidently NOT a strict habitat specialist in
Britain and this outmoded designation may be inhibiting our conservation strategy.
1 Confined to specific discrete habitats: the Wood White uses a variety of habitats
within woodland where it uses different resources between generations (e.g. early
successional habitat in the spring at Chiddingfold) and between years. It also
increasingly colonises outside woodland in Surrey, including post-industrial sites
(e.g. quarries and disused railway lines).
2 Rarely or never use linear habitats: the Wood White uses linear habitats almost
exclusively in Britain and Ireland for both dispersal and colonisation. These include
roadside verges, woodland rides and railway lines.
3 Use one or two species of larval foodplant: in Chiddingfold and elsewhere in
Surrey and Southern Britain the Wood White uses five widely distributed vetches:
Bitter-vetch, Meadow Vetchling, Bird’s-foot-trefoil, Greater BFT and Tufted Vetch.
4 Relatively sedentary: the mobility and dispersal ability of the Wood White is based
on superficial observations of its “weak and floppy flight” and are consequently
underestimated. This can be illustrated by changes in its spread in Surrey in recent
years – over 10 times greater in abundant periods (e.g. 2003–5 & 2010–11)
compared with periods of recession (e.g. 1999–2001 & 2006–09).
5 Mostly a single generation per year: 150 years ago W.S. Coleman (British
Butterflies, 1860) described the Wood White as emerging in May and in August.
More recently it has been assumed to have only one generation a year and a second
generation only in good years in the south. In fact the Wood White has more
complex population dynamics as shown in the transect figures from our reserve at
Oaken Wood, which Gail and I set up in 1995 and walked for the first ten years.
In essence it has two generations in Surrey every year whereby the emergence of a
spring brood in cleared bare ground (early successional patches) is followed by a
second generation breeding in denser, taller vegetation until over-wintering diapause
is initiated by shortening day length. Furthermore, long-term transect data show

significant cyclicity in
abundance; an under-recognised
but important phenomenon to
which I shall return.
CONCLUSION: the Wood White
should not be forced into the
all-or-none category of habitat
specialist. Rather it lies in a
generalist-specialist continuum.
This enables flexibility in
response to prevailing
environmental conditions and is
a key to its survival strategy
evolved over time and space.
Equally, we should also adopt an
increased flexibility in our
evolving approach to the
assessment and conservation of
this species.

Stephen Jeffcoate emphasises a point during his
Wood White lecture. John Davis

What is the conservation status of the Wood White in southern Britain?
The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has revised its criteria

for assessing the conservation status of species in a wide range of taxa in the form of
a Red List. Each species is assigned a status from Least Concern through Near
Threatened, Vulnerable, to Endangered and Critically Endangered.
“Population Trend” is used as the basis of the most commonly used criteria.

Unfortunately the word population is used variably (and sometimes simultaneously)
in two senses – distribution and abundance – which are not the same. Distribution
under IUCN is generally defined as an “Area of Occupancy” (AOO). Trend is also
used variably – a source of error in interpretation for butterfly species (like the Wood
White) that show considerable fluctuations over time. A problem with the
presentation of distribution trends in the fluctuating and cyclical fortunes of the
species is that inappropriate classification of species can occur if short-term
population trends do not accurately reflect the longer term trend.
The UK has the largest and longest databases for both distribution and abundance

for over 60 species of butterfly. But is the quantity of the data matched by the
quality? And does it apply equally to all 60 species? I have carried out a quality
audit on Wood White transect data from the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme
(UKBMS) and distribution data from Butterflies for the New Millennium (BNM).
A. Distribution: in the comparison of recorded 100sq km squares in the Millennium
Atlas period (1995–99) against the Heath, Pollard & Thomas survey period
(1970–82) a loss of 61% of formerly recorded squares was reported as the headline
“trend”. In fact I have myself used this figure in a number of talks over the years.
But a closer look at the data reveals that this does not represent the net loss as there
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were also 38% of newly recorded squares. The net loss is therefore 23%: i.e. less
than 1% per year. This “error” was repeated in the BNM+5 report when the 2000–04
period was compared with 1995–99 and showed a 51% loss of previously recorded
squares. This figure was again published as the trend, whereas it was balanced by a
28% gain. These are more than just errors in presentation. They also have the effect
of focusing the efforts of recorders onto repeat visits to historical sites and overlook
the ability of the Wood White to disperse and colonise away from these sites – a key
feature of its survival strategy.
This error was corrected in the BNM+10 report where the 10-year change was

shown as –23%. On the other hand, unfortunately, the end of this survey was a weak
period in the Wood White cycle (2005–09) and excluded 2000–04, a strong period.
Re-evaluating the data, the actual 25–30 year trend in distribution is –23%:

i.e. less than 1% per year, placing the species in the IUCN’s “Near Threatened”
category. However in a recent UK report from BC (Fox et al, Insect Conservation
and Diversity 4: 159–172, 2011) the distribution trend was estimated to be –65%
over 25 years (1970–82 versus 2004–09). This unfortunate error places it – wrongly
– in the “Endangered” category. The Wood White is doing much better than that!
In fact the most recent 5-year assessment shows that the net trend was only –1.6%:

i.e. about 0.3% per annum. 2014 is the final year of the BNM+15 update, when
time-related changes in distribution in the past 20 years should be clarified.
B. Abundance: I have reviewed the raw data from every transect walk where the
Wood White has been monitored in the UK from 1976 to 2012 – every week, every
year, every site for nearly 40 years – over 2,000 walks. An impressive quantity of
data but I have identified several problems with the quality of the raw data and the
subsequent analysis and interpretation.
My audit reveals that data quality was weak for the first 15 years from 1976 and,

since this baseline period sets the start point for long-term trend analyses, major
errors in interpretation have occurred. I have recently recommended that the first
15 years of Wood White data in the UKBMS are dropped from analyses of trends.
What were the problems in the period from 1976? First, there were few sites in the

scheme and none in the major Wood White regions (East and West Midlands,
Surrey/Sussex) until the early 1990s. Secondly there were persistent problems with
gaps in the data – missing weeks and years. Unfortunately sites in Northern Ireland
were also included; we have known that these sites do not have the same species as
in Britain but a related “cryptic” species, Leptidea juvernica (initially thought to be
L reali). Incidentally, the question is still unresolved as to why there is this
difference between Britain and Ireland (except for the Burren which does have
L sinapis). The only place in Britain where you can see L juvernica is in the Natural
History Museum in London where pinned specimens brought from County Kildare
in the 1940s can be seen!
Against the hard evidence, a 95% loss in Wood White abundance over the 35 years

of the UKBMS has been calculated and publicised with a high level of statistical
significance of (p<0.001). I am reminded of Aristotle’s advice to his students:

“Do not seek more precision in a subject than its nature permits.”
More recently, in the 10-year comparison of UKBMS data from 1995–99 with

2005–09 (i.e. equivalent to BNM with BNM+10), the trend – called misleadingly a
“population decline” – is cited as –49% in The State of the UK’s Butterflies 2011.
The problem with this is that the two 5-year periods are not comparable because of
significant cyclicity in Wood White abundance figures.
The data from key sites in the South East over the 15-year period (1997–2011)

illustrate this. Three sites in Surrey and Sussex have fluctuations with periods of
boom (e.g. 2002–05) and bust (e.g. 2006–09). Calculation of trends by drawing
straight lines (linear interpolation) of these fluctuations does not represent the
changes over the 15-year period.
I make some final comments on the difficulties of interpreting Wood White

transect data to measure “abundance”. There is a long flight period – up to 19 weeks
– presenting a challenge both to the
walker and the data analysts. The Wood
White is double-brooded in Britain and
the second generation is often missed;
adjusting for missing weeks with a
programme designed for single-brooded
species is not appropriate. Walks tend to
be concentrated on a few, usually
historical hotspot, sites. Finally the
transect method follows a fixed route
week after week, year after year but the
Wood White is more intelligent and
behaves more flexibly. Even in
woodland between broods and between
years different patches are used.

Wood White courtship, male on right,
Chiddingfold, Aug 2014. Mick Rock

Final personal thoughts
In the past 20 years (and especially since 2003) I have had the time, the luxury,

and the scientific experience to study the Wood White in depth in Surrey and
elsewhere and have visited all the major sites in Southern Britain. I have reviewed
the available data on abundance and on distribution, undertaking a quality audit.
The needs of key species are paramount and, if possible, they should not be studied
in a one-size-fits-all approach. Finally, we need to recognise the need for quality as
well as quantity in data collection and interpretation.
This is a special, though not “specialist”, species. It has evolved survival strategies

that need to be recognised and utilised in our own efforts to conserve it for future
generations. It does not currently meet IUCN criteria of “Endangered”. It will
continue to fascinate and present challenges in Surrey and beyond.
� I recorded my first Wood White of 2014 at Chiddingfold on April 18 –
my earliest by four days. I predict a good year.
� 2014 update: page 12; � 2014 Symposium report: page 36
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How green is your lawn?
ROBERT EDMONDSON continues his campaign for butterfly-friendly gardening

Definition: a lawn is an area of land planted with grasses or (rarely) with other
durable plants, which are maintained at a short height, and used for aesthetic or

recreational purposes. Common characteristics are that it consists of only one
species of grass, is subject to weed and pest control and to procedures aimed at
maintaining its green colour, and it is regularly mown to ensure a desirable length.
If you are reading this magazine you are presumably in favour of conserving our

butterflies and moths and you may be avoiding the use of insecticides and other
poisons on the flowers, herbs and vegetables in your garden. But have you thought
about the possible conservation value of your lawn, usually occupying over half the
garden’s area?
Most suburban lawns are no-go zones for wildlife, sterile deserts drenched with

herbicides, earthworm killers, moss treatments and other toxins (which pollute the
soil beyond the edges and penetrate to some distance below ground).

There are further potential adverse environmental impacts of a conventional “well
maintained” lawn – the excessive use of scarce water in lawn-sprinklers etc. and the
pollution of the silence and the air by petrol mowers, which can contribute to urban
smog as well. In the USA the petrol spilt when refilling motor mowers and other
garden machinery each year has been estimated at 17 million gallons. The US
Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that 32 million kg of pesticides are
applied each year to suburban lawns, i.e. more per acre than used by farmers to grow
crops. Excessive inorganic fertiliser on lawns can pollute lakes and ground water.
Despite this impressive charge sheet of the environmental cost of typical lawns

there are some benefits – prevention of erosion, acting as a buffer to minimise
flooding after heavy rains and the sequestering of carbon dioxide by photosynthesis.
How can we retain these benefits of lawns and reduce their considerable

environmental damage? Some possibilities are:
� Consider reducing the size of your lawn to what you actually require for sport or
relaxation.
� An alternative to a grassy lawn with e.g. thyme, chamomile or clover would be
more wildlife-friendly.
� Recent studies suggest that usually in the UK you do not need to water a lawn at
all. It may turn brown during a prolonged dry period but the grass will recover with
the autumn rains.
� Adjust the mower to leave the grass longer – about 5cm. This helps the turf to
maintain its strength and the roots to grow deeper. It could then be a nesting site for
bumblebees and even provide shelter for other insects including butterflies.
� Avoid using insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, moss and earthworm
“treatments” and excessive inorganic fertilisers on your lawn (and preferably
everywhere else!).
� A radical option is to create a meadow instead of a lawn, as seen at the Chelsea
Flower Show and now becoming fashionable. The basic recipe is a close cut once a
year at the end of summer, leaving the lawn to grow and diversify before mowing
again. Food plants for our butterflies will appear together with their larvae and
adults. Native orchids commonly appear.
It is reckoned that about £400 million per year is spent in the UK on lawn seed,

turf, mowers and “treatments”. Let us try to reduce this unnecessary expense, to
reduce the environmental damage caused by maintaining a lawn and to restore some
biodiversity to the space devoted to the lawn. As BC members we may wish to
ensure that our lawns are green!

ALTHOUGH no recent months have hit the
headlines, our part of the UK has had an

extraordinary sequence of temperatures. A close look
shows a long unbroken period of above average
temperatures stretching back to July 2013. You all
remember that splendid month.
However that followed a similar sequence of colder

than average temperatures from January 2013 to June
2013 and with only one significant exception going back
to June 2012. The winter of 2013/14 was the 5th
warmest in a sequence going back to 1911; spring was
3rd warmest; summer 16th warmest – only 16th because the sequence was
dramatically ended in August. This was the coolest since 1993. September has
resumed the above average trend.
This summer, at 722hrs, was the 9th sunniest in a sequence going back to 1929.

This follows 2012 which was the 12th sunniest. June and July were dry, but certainly
not record-breaking, but then August turned very wet in the lee of ex-hurricane
Bertha on the 10th. It was 12th wettest in the sequence going back to 1910. Add the
three months together and what do you get – an average summer for rainfall.
August was also very windy for a summer month.
What now? September was not only warm and dry but also notable for day after

day with very little wind – hardly enough to turn a turbine. The past months have
been favourable for butterflies. Last year of course was poor up to the start of July.
In passing, world temperature data shows no statistical trend either way for the last
17 years. Plenty of theories, but they are just theories.

Weather Watch David Gradidge



Biological Records Centre 50th Anniversary Symposium
Reviewing the causes of change in species distributions and considering the
opportunities for biological recording that will be presented by scientific and
technological developments. Bath University, Jun 27-29

Records > Research > Response: the overwhelming message was that records
collected by volunteers over the last 50 years form an important data set.
Researchers were thankful for the data, for that enables research, which leads to a
response in conservation and/or policy. A plea from researchers for more metadata
on how the records were collected: was that single species list just the record of the
interesting species ignoring all the others, or was it really the only species seen?
Nick Isaac: Beyond maps: detecting signals of change amidst the noise in the
records. There is a natural bias to the records, people have the favourite locations,
what they record, when, the detectability of species and the sampling effort.
However, with various statistical techniques it is possible to produce major reports
such as the State of Nature (2013).
Mark Gurney: Recent colonisations and extinctions in Britain. For Lepidoptera,
68 species have been lost, but 62 gained.
Suzanna Mason: Quantifying variation in distribution change across taxonomic
groups. From the data the Brimstone has not shifted its range north, but the Comma
has. The Holly Blue has moved 151km north 1985-1995, and a further 212 km north
2000-2010.
Mark Hill: Disappearance of Arctic and boreal plants in southern Britain.
Jeremy Thomas: Trends in distribution of early successional species. e.g. the
Adonis Blue in Britain, which is the northern limit of its range, requires short (1cm)
vegetation in the spring, and this generation is considered early successional. Where
temperature in 1cm sward is 23°C; in 8cm sward it is 17°C. The summer brood and
populations in Southern Europe can tolerate taller sward.
Bethan Purse: Tracking the spread and impact of diseases with biological records.
Oli Pescott: Poison trees to abundant epiphytes: A short history of air pollution and
biological recording. For example, lichens are good predictors of SO2 pollution.
Richard Fox: UK Moth Recording. Long term trends, patterns and causes.
The Rothamsted Insect Survey showed abundance has declined by 28%, 1968-2007.
Of 337 widespread moths, two thirds have declined. John Heath set up the first moth
records between 1960 & 1980. However, it wasn’t until 2007 that the National Moth
Recording Scheme was set up. There is widespread decline. Habitat loss is causing
significant decline in the south, while climate change is causing decline in the north.
Sophisticated methods are required to analysis the data.
Alan Stewart: Role of ecological interactions in determining species ranges and
range changed. For example, the Comma has adapted to change by switching from
Hops to Wych Elm and Nettles. Brown Argus has moved from Rock-rose to
Dove’s-foot Crane’s-bill, and hence from chalk grassland to other habitats.
Chris Preston: Plant hybrids – nature’s dross.
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Events in 2014 Harry Clarke

National Recorders’ Meeting Birmingham, Mar 22
BC’s annual meeting for UK butterfly recorders

Richard Fox, BC Surveys Manager: opened with a roundup of 2013. It was a
season of two halves, with a cold spring, which resulted in 43 of 59 species
emerging late, and a beneficial, warm summer. The Butterflies for the New
Millennium (BNM) dataset consisted of 9,669,712 records. BC are looking forward
to reaching the 10m mark.
Tom Brereton, BC Head of Monitoring, described eight streams of monitoring:
1Maintaining the transect network.
2 Regional development, such as Brown Hairstreak egg counts.
3Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS).
4 Updating butterfly indicators, which are used to influence policy makers.
5Maintaining targeted surveys, such as for the Large Blue.
6 Online recording, which has proved a great success.
7Analytical developments, such as incorporating WCBS data into analysis of the
UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS).
8 UKBMS phase IV 2014-17. Improving recording of Brown Hairstreak, Mountain
Ringlet, etc. Working more closely with the National Trust.
David Roy, Head of the Biological Records Centre: 50 years of BRC and butterfly
recording.
Michael Blencowe, Sussex branch: provided an update on their forthcoming atlas.
Catherine Bertrand, Northern Ireland Senior Regional Officer: enthusiastic talk on
their survey efforts with a limited number of recorders.
Mike Bonsall, Professor of Mathematical Biology at Oxford University: butterfly
populations. For example, Large Skipper research showed that population size in the
west of England is driven by the weather, in particular temperature and rainfall; in
central England it is dependent on density; in the east it shows the Allee effect. This
is named after American ecologist Warder Clyde Allee (1895-1955), who found that
where population density was low, the population would decline, and only if the
population was over a particular density threshold would the population grow, until
over-population would again start a decline due to lack of resources. Bonsall
explored the Allee effect in more detail.
Marc Botham, BRC Butterfly Ecologist: previewed 2013 UKBMS Transect data.
Results were subsequently published on www.ukbms.org.

7th International Symposium Southampton University, Apr 4-6
The Ecology and Conservation of Butterflies and Moths
An international conference held every four years, organised by Butterfly
Conservation. See Stephen Jeffcoate’s report on page 36.
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Surrey Wildlife Trust BioBlitz Newlands Corner, June 22

THE BioBlitz ran for 24 hours from 4pm on Saturday, June 21, aiming to record
as many species as possible. It includes recording efforts by various groups,

guided walks, and encourages members of the public to be involved.
I led two walks to record butterflies and educate people how to identify them.

Planning is important. With the help of Lucy Bryce (site ranger) and Anna Fosbery
(volunteer officer), I surveyed the route a month beforehand. The route traversed
two monads, so identifying landmarks for the boundaries was helpful on the day.
The route started in woodland and emerged in the west at the top of chalk

grassland. We went down the slope, checking out the Small Blue scrapes created
earlier in the year, and then back up to the main car park. With two different habits
and two different monads, that meant four set of records were required.
The woodland section disappointed, with only Speckled Wood, Red Admiral and a

Dark Green Fritillary. The downland was far more interesting. A survey on Saturday
by Gail Jeffcoate found 60 male Dark Green Fritillaries, and on Sunday we were
lucky enough to see a mating pair. Meadow Browns, Ringlets and Marbled Whites
were seen in good numbers; a few Small Heaths, Large Skippers, Small
Tortoiseshells, Essex Skippers and Six-spot Burnet; male and female Brimstone;
Comma, Straw Dot and Clay. The children had fun catching and identifying
butterflies, of course releasing them afterwards. HARRY CLARKE

White-letter postscript

HARRY CLARKE’s 2013 report
mentioned six White-letter

Hairstreak records, two of which were his
own around Dawcombe. The others were:
Nunhead Cemetery – Paul Underwood;
Warren Farm – Peter Camber; Coombe
Wood – Joan Lowe; Box Hill – Mike
Thurner. Two more records have arrived:
� David Hasell, 26.7.13: “I was
delighted to photograph a White-letter
Hairstreak when looking for Small
Blues at Howell Hill. There are good
numbers of Wych Elm in the tree belt at
the south end of the reserve at TQ23906173. My only previous encounter was in
my tiny front garden in Thames Ditton in 2009.”
� Philip Wright, 27.7.13: “I photographed a White-letter Hairstreak at Bookham
Common in a clearing on a bridle track between Hill Farm and Kelsey’s Wood at
TQ125567. It was the first I have ever seen.”
For 2014, as of September there were five sightings on our website recording

facility and no transect records. Plus larvae at Chapel Bank (see page 18).

White-letter Hairstreak on Marjoram,
Howell Hill. David Hasell
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Deb Procter: Impacts of biological recording for conservation policy. Atlases and
datasets summarise what we know, enabling sites to be designated as protected
(e.g. SSSIs). Policy is dependent on evidence. The quality of records is in general
pretty good. Different types of data are required: distribution, population and
observation data (e.g. behaviour, species interactions, etc.).
Helen Roy: Alien species: the good, the bad, and the ugly. Trends in Ecology and
Evolution. UK has 1,919 established alien species, plus 1,000+ not yet established.
Dirk Maes (Flanders): Compiling regional IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature) Red Lists using biological recording data. Five criteria can
be used. Records are required for a 10-year period or three generations, whichever is
longer. This means well sampled in the first time period, and re-sampled 10 years
later before any analysis can begin. With insufficient records it is not possible to
determine whether a species should be Red Listed, and hence legally protected.
Chris Thomas: Role of protected areas for conservation biodiversity. The last 50
years has seen habitat loss and climate change due to CO2 increase. E.g. the Brown
Argus has changed its larval foodplants and so is no longer reserve-dependent.
Species can use reserves as stepping stones. E.g. in Sussex, records over a number of
years showed the movement of the Silver-spotted Skipper. Multi-taxon conclusions
rely on BRC data. Recording on SSSIs and other protected areas is important.
Protected areas that have lost the original species for which they were designated
might have gained new species, so the case for retaining them as protected areas is
legally robust.
Tom August: Technology for citizen science. Data capture now has websites and
smartphone apps. Data and quality management now have tools such as Record
Cleaner used on the NBN Gateway. Data centres now provide long term
custodianship. Huge advances have been made in computer power. Analysis
feedback is important.
Lori Lawson Handley: Will the molecular revolution have any impact on biological
recording? eDNA (environmental DNA) is a new tool which for some environments
such as soil, water, ice and honey has proved very useful, in conjunction with
traditional methods. E.g. by analysing the gut contents of Harlequin ladybirds with
eDNA techniques it is possible to find out what they have been eating.
Tom Oliver: Future biodiversity – projecting changes and developing interventions.
Bill Sutherland: Role of the naturalist in the modern world.
� Amateurs are important. � Combine data from different sources.
� Engage with the community: how to collect data records.
� Motivate people to target species. � Provide tailored feedback.
� Categorise species according to difficulty of indentification.
� Effort, bias and error by recorders. � Collect taxa on which there is little
information. � Identify those feature that are important. � Create multi-access keys
by community effort to aid identification. � Collect eDNA records
� More Meta monitoring. Which species are interesting on current trends.
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It was concluded that the contribution to conservation had been great over the years
but recent technical developments and environmental challenges could require
adaptation in the future.
Use of the transect technique is expanding outside the UK: reports from Sweden,

France, Belgium, Romania, Switzerland, Israel testified to this. An ambitious
scheme to merge national BMS data across Europe (Scmukl and colleagues from
15 centres) could provide information on large-scale (rather than local national)
changes in populations at a time of global climate change.
Alternatives to the Pollard transect method are also being explored. For example,

the use of MRR (Mark, Release, Recapture) – though other terms and acronyms are,
confusingly, used – suggested that it gave better estimates of population size and at
less effort than Pollard counts for two Boloria species (Schtickzelle, Belgium).
An alternative to Pollard transect walks in the UK – which tend to be centred on

reserves and other hotspots – has been developed by BC and CEH. The Wider
Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS) has the advantage of being based on random
1km squares allocated to volunteers and not chosen by them. The results from the
first five years were reviewed by Zoë Randle (BC) and David Roy (CEH) and
demonstrated the value of this very different approach to Pollard-type walks.
Two reports from Washington State in the US (James et al.) gave a different and

unusual flavour. Prisoners (i.e. incarcerated citizen scientists) were recruited in state
penitentiaries to rear, tag and release Monarch butterflies (over 4,000) to shed light
on the west-coast migrations. There were also health benefits to the prisoners.
The second project involved a vineyard habitat-restoration scheme, which resulted

in an almost doubling of the number of recorded butterfly species. It is hoped that
this will be extended to the viticulture industry in Washington State: a lesson
perhaps for vineyards in Europe and elsewhere.
Martin Harvey (Open University) described the OU’s www.ispotnature.org as a

tool to improve the identification skills of citizen scientists. Over 30,000 users have
contributed over 250,000 observations and photos from around the world; 2,000 of
the species are of Lepidoptera. This is a major contribution to both wildlife learning
and conservation.
The wider countryside in several eastern European countries is suffering from a

different challenge compared to the highly cultivated western parts. Reports on
neglect and land-use abandonment in the eastern Mediterranean came from the
Czech Republic, Macedonia, Greece, Bulgaria and Romania. A major challenge for
all of us in Europe.
Jim Asher (BC and colleagues from CEH) have carried out a spatial analysis from

the huge BNM database to assess the correlation between species richness and the
extent of built-up land cover. High urban development is associated with less species
richness but parks and gardens in the suburban landscape are richer in wildlife
than intensively farmed countryside. Evidence for what many of us have observed
over recent years. There is a plan to follow this 10km survey with an analysis at the
1km level – an important project.

STEPHEN JEFFCOATE reviews BC’s 7th International Symposium

THE Symposium is a key event in the international BC calendar and this year’s
was the best since the triennial series began in 1992. There were 80 talks (and

posters) from 28 countries – more than ever before and including some for the first
time (e.g. Croatia, Estonia, Vietnam) – and the opportunity to meet up with old
friends (eight from our Surrey branch) and make new contacts.
The weekend was launched by BC chief executive Martin Warren, who

emphasised the challenges faced and the importance of getting together on an
international basis. There were two parallel sessions for most of the weekend so I
couldn’t get to all the talks and have selected highlights to give a flavour. A number
of general topics emerged: climate change; species monitoring; urban versus rural
challenges; landscape scale conservation; abandoned biotopes in Europe; citizen
science. And we had some fun moments!

Chris Thomas (Leeds) set the ball rolling in his usual vivid style with a plenary
lecture illustrating the importance of climate change as a key environmental driver.
The planet has already warmed by two degrees since 1901. To compensate, species
move (if they can – depending on resource availability) either polewards or uphill.
The northern shift in species averages 5m/day or 20cm/hr! Nature reserves may be
used as stepping stones.
There may also be a change in larval foodplant dependence and an increasing

mismatch between flight periods and nectar sources; e.g. the Marbled White may
emerge before its main nectar source, Knapweed (Hindle et al., Durham). Uphill
movement averages 11m/decade: will southern British species move to uplands?
Drought-sensitive species may be particularly vulnerable (Oliver et al., Centre for
Ecology & Hydrology). Conservation strategy will need to be both broad – e.g. at the
landscape level – and local for species dependent on a particular microclimate, e.g.
Silver-spotted Skipper (Wilson et al., Exeter).
Interesting studies (Hoye et al., Arctic Research Centre, Aarhus, Denmark) were

reported from Greenland, where spring is arriving earlier by two weeks per decade.
Four high-Arctic species were recorded using a novel recording technique where
butterflies are attracted into a “pitfall trap” – a yellow dish which mimics a large
yellow flower. Such studies could be a model for information on climate change
impacts in the far north.
There were several papers on monitoring of populations of butterflies and moths.

(Monitoring involves the counting of adults at specific sites over years and is not the
same as recording – putting dots on maps. Unfortunately, the term “recorder” is used
ambiguously in this respect). Tom Brereton (BC) and David Roy (CEH) reviewed
the 40 years of the Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (BMS) in the UK and the various
developments since the transect walk was created by Ernie Pollard in the 1970s.

International Symposium Southampton University, April 4–6
The Ecology and Conservation of Butterflies and Moths
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Corridors and barriers in the wider landscape were discussed by Tim Shreeve and
colleagues (Oxford Brookes and Staffordshire Universities), emphasising the
different needs of generalist and specialist species in the use of linear biotopes in
creating connectivity. Two presentations (Tom Merckx, Belgium) and a poster
(Coulthard, Nottingham) emphasised the need for hedgerows, hedgerow trees and
outer woodland zones as corridors for moths in intensively farmed landscapes.
The conservation status of several moth and butterfly species is increasingly being

assessed by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List
process (e.g. moths in the Netherlands (Huigens et al.). I discussed my doubts about
the Red Listing of the Wood White as “endangered” (see page 26).
An interesting approach using museum specimens of Neotropical butterflies is

being piloted by Huertas (Natural History Museum). A paper delivered in English by
Vu Van Lien on the changing butterfly abundance in a mountain National Park in
northern Vietnam was a tour-de-force which received an ovation. In Vietnam there
are few entomologists, many areas are unexplored and the few foreigners who visit
have come to collect!
There was further interest for us Surrey delegates. The Glanville Fritillary is

found in Surrey only as unauthorised releases. The colonies on the southern coast of
the Isle of White appear to be in decline and on the verge of extinction (Curtis &
Isaac, Exeter & CEH).
The decline and extinction of the Wall Brown in Surrey and elsewhere has been

much discussed over recent years. Dutch colleagues have attributed it to excess
nitrogen deposition: it used to be thought this made the grass too indigestible for
larval feeding but now it is thought that microclimate cooling through excess grass
growth in spring is the culprit (WallisdeFries et al., Dutch BC).
There was interest in the Wood White, especially on the relations between the

three so-called cryptic species (Leptidea sinapis, juvernica & reali) in Sweden
(Christer Wiklund) and Ireland (Brian Nelson). A poster (Barker, NT) on the
metapopulation in the Forest of Dean was most enlightening: I have visited there
only once and would like to return. This species is generating a lot of attention.
In addition to all the serious science (and I have covered only a fraction of the

busy programme) there was time for fun. Bob Pyle, a regular and popular visitor
from Washington State, played his harmonica at the start of his entertaining talk
entitled “Birth of the Blues”.
Then Patrick Barkham joined Bob for an enjoyable book-reading. Both had

published books on their Butterfly Big Years: The Butterfly Isles andMariposa
Road respectively. Patrick had seen all the British species in one year and Bob
notched up an amazing 477 species by criss-crossing the USA. This was followed by
a reception organised by the European Interest Group (EIG) and the Symposium
dinner.
� Next symposium: spring 2018 to coincide with BC’s 50th anniversary.
� Stephen Jeffcoate was launch Chair of Surrey & SW London branch 1995–1997,
and national Chair 1998–2003. His Wood White lecture is on pages 26-29.

Surrey Moths 2014 Paul Wheeler

OUR Surrey moth programme always delivers hundreds
of species each year. In 2014 we had several events on

Leith Hill: one at Coldharbour cricket ground, and two in
conjunction with the National Trust at Broadmoor.
An interesting find at the latter was Waved Carpet,
a former Biodiversity Action Plan species.
The Broadmoor events, and our Pewley Down event held

jointly with Guildford Borough Council, were for nightlife
in general, which seems to be a growing and welcome trend.
At Pewley Down on June 20 we caught voles and wood

mice. A Skin Moth appeared out of some owl pellets, a rare
example of seeing a moth in its natural environment rather
than in a trap. The larva of this tineid feeds on residual
debris, skin etc, just like its close relatives, the clothes moths, feed on fur and wool.
Downland specialists included Pretty Chalk Carpet, Brown Scallop and Lace
Border but my highlight was three Ruddy Carpets.
At Pewley on July 31 the Magpie Moth made a welcome return. Target here was

Agonopterix capreolella. My candidate larva (found by Max Brown) emerged and
turned out to be Agonopterix yeatiana. Tony Davis collected some caterpillars and
we await their emergence. We did trap A. capreolella at Merrow Downs on July 5.
Discovering this species at two sites a mile apart is very exciting and shows the
value of the downs east of Guildford. A species new to Surrey,
Epermenia aequidentellus, was also seen at Merrow Downs. These identifications
are all subject to verification.
At SWT’s BioBlitz at Newlands Corner on June 21 we horrified the astronomers

with our lights. The next day it was large moths that starred: 15 Privet Hawks, our
biggest native moth; almost as many Small Elephant Hawks; 90+ Reddish Light
Arches, a moth we never see on the sandy soils; and a Shark.
At Juniper Hall’s BioBlitz in July the catch included an Oak Processionary.

Although it is unwelcome by many, we will need to learn to live with this species.
Where there is a high risk of human contact we will want to control it, like the
related Brown-tail, but we are not going to eliminate it.
Our regular mid-August visit to Stoke Meadows near Burpham delivered good

wetland species including Webb’s Wainscot and Crescent, with Small Rufous
everywhere at dusk. The copious Fleabane supports some interesting micro-moths
and we again caught the local Coleophora follicularis.
One of our short-notice sessions to take advantage of good weather was at Leith

Hill on March 30. Temperature remained above 13ºC and many moths we caught
were early, including Waved Umber, V-Pug and Lunar Marbled Brown.
� Please contact me to be added to our mailing list. Diary events and short-notice
sessions will be on our new website: www.butterfly-conservation.org/surrey.
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Tale of two Tigers Malcolm Bridge

ABENEFIT of living in south London rather than Surrey has been the arrival of
several sensational moths. Toadflax Brocade, Tree-lichen Beauty and Small

Ranunculus are three 21st century arrivals that have spread rapidly through
suburbia and beyond. But pride of place must go to two showy Tiger moths, Jersey
Tiger and Scarlet Tiger, which, being largely diurnal, have captured the
imagination of many.
On 20+ occasions this summer, mostly at my Shirley allotment where I am known

as a butterfly/moth enthusiast, people have approached me, brandishing mobile
phones and asking the name of an extraordinary butterfly they have photographed.
I have made a conscious effort not to be blasé, despite anticipating correctly that I

was about to gaze at an image of a Jersey Tiger moth. My hapless victim has not
escaped without hearing the story of this moth’s remarkable spread throughout our
area over the last 10 years and a bit about the Valley of the Butterflies on Rhodes,
where this attractive moth is the star of the show.
From its discovery on the LWT nature reserves alongside the New Cross Gate to

Forest Hill railway line in about 2003, it has spread since 2008 rapidly in all
directions and has now been seen in the more rural settlements of north Surrey. At
the same time a more predictable expansion has been taking place in Sussex and
elsewhere of the Scarlet Tiger. This moth bemused me on first encounter. I thought
I was watching a damaged Red Admiral fluttering weakly over a stand of ragwort.
Over the last three years I have received several reports supported by photos of

Scarlet Tiger larvae and adults in gardens in the Coulsdon area, presumably working
their way north from Sussex. I suspect that the area north of Crawley: Horley,
Redhill/Reigate and Hooley – largely under-recorded – has been colonised by this
splendid moth. Although Scarlet Tigers are largely over by the time Jersey Tigers
appear in mid/late July, there is a possibility that both species could be seen at the
same time – what a lovely thought.

Jersey Tiger Scarlet Tiger

Moth trapping: a beginner’s story Matt Phelps

AS a keen naturalist and the gardener at Willow Grange, the private residence of
the Bishop of Guildford, I have amassed a wealth of notes and records on the

wildlife in and around the garden during my seven years in the role, including some
98 species of bird and 30 species of butterfly.
One area of natural history I felt was significantly under-recorded until recently

was the moth population of the site, as the only records I had were casual sightings
of day-flying moths and any I occasionally disturbed while going about my daily
work. With that in mind, during the winter of 2013/14 I set about constructing my
own moth trap, of the Skinner style, roughly following a plan I found on the internet.
As I was keen to keep the costs low,

and I’m not shy of a little DIY, I used
only recycled materials to build the trap
– the main box is made out of an old
desk and all other wooden parts were
fashioned from spare timber lying around
in the garage. The only major outgoing
was for the electrics and mercury vapour
bulb, which I purchased online from
Anglian Lepidopterist Supplies.
I should add I foolishly blew my first

MV bulb, due to my ignorance of the
need for a choke, so tried a couple of test
runs with a halogen bulb. However, with
only one moth to show for my efforts -
an Engrailed, it was clear that this was
not going to be sufficient. I initially used
an old sheet of polycarbonate for the
removable slides but found these
unsatisfactory, not least because the
corrugation prevented clear viewing of
moths in the trap. While out shopping
one day I stumbled across a simple and cheap way of obtaining ready-cut glass
instead, in the form of the glass from two clip frames. And so I was ready to go.
With the garden moth list barely into double figures before the first night’s

trapping, I somewhat naively set myself the target of 200 species by the end of the
year. Well, the 200th species, a Dot Moth, was recorded by mid-July, so clearly I
needed to aim a little higher. A series of excellent nights followed, including an
incredible session on July 19-20 with a couple of friends from my Merrist Wood
college days, when we recorded 171 species across three traps. Currently the garden
moth tally stands at 323, and although the weather hasn’t been conducive to trapping
recently, I’m hopeful of getting close to 400 species by the end of the year.

Matt Phelps with home-made moth trap.
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31.3.14 31.3.13
7,826 9,897

722 935
38 74

-592 -1,272
73

7,994 9,707
REPRESENTED BY: 
General Funds as at 1 April 2013.............................. 9,707 9,805
Less excess of expenditure over income for year..... -1,713 -97  (adjusted)

7,994 9,707

31.3.14 31.3.13
SALE OF GOODS: stock valuation 1 April 2013....... 935 895
Add purchases.......................................................... 266 753
Less sales (net of VAT)............................................. 574 1,007
Stock valuation 31 March 2014................................. 722 935

95 295
GENERAL INCOME

4,956 4,974
0 65
0 762
0 84

146 232
250 0

5,352 6,118
5,446 6,413

31.3.14 31.3.13
Newsletters - printing, postage & stationery.............. 3,061 3,247
Oaken Wood Reserve, less grants received............. 200 325
Hire of halls, stands, etc........................................... 92 168
Branch AGM/Members' Day, net of receipts............. 320 279
New Members' Day................................................... 296 370
Conservation (Surrey Small Blue & Match Pot 4)...... 2,700 0
Equipment purchases & repairs................................ 188 77
Regional Officer - contribution................................... 0 2,000
Insurance.................................................................. 160 163
Refund of VAT.......................................................... -38 -45
Other support costs (website maintenance).............. 180 0

7,159 6,583
-1,713 -170

(transferred to General Fund)
5,446 6,413

Profit on sale of goods  .........................................................

Subscriptions.........................................................................

Excess of income over expenditure........................................

Donations...............................................................................
Sponsorship (NFU Mutual re newsletter postage)..................

INCOME xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx12 months to 

EXPENDITURE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx12 months to

Current Account – Nat West..................................................
Stock of sales goods..............................................................
Sundry debtors & prepayments..............................................

As at 31 March 2014..............................................................

ASSETS

Adjustment re actual creditors versus forecast.......................
Less sundry creditors.............................................................

TOTAL...................................................................................

TOTAL EXPENDITURE.........................................................

Interest received....................................................................
Other income (net of VAT).....................................................

TOTAL INCOME....................................................................

Butterfly Festival 2012  - Juniper Hall, net of expenses..........

Branch accounts to March 31, 2014
1 Income (main items)
� Overall income for 2013/14 (“this year”) was £5,446 versus
£6,413 for 2012/13 (“last year”). Much of this difference was
due to the one-off donation of £762 received from NFU
Mutual last year to help fund our newsletter distribution.
� Subscriptions were similar to last year at approximately
£5,000 reflecting a total membership of 957 at 31 March, an
increase of 85 in the past year. However, as most of the new
members benefited from having a year of free membership,
our subscription income did not increase commensurately.
� Profit on the sale of goods at £95 was £200 down on last
year, reflecting reduced sales due to poor attendance of the
various events and a £60 write-down in the value of old stock.
� Other Income of £250 represented a one-off fee for training provided to the
Downlands Countryside Management Project by Malcolm Bridge.
2 Expenditure (main items)
� Overall expenditure for the year was £7,159 versus £6,583 last year.
� Printing and postage costs of £3,061 for our Skipper magazine were down by
£186 in spite of moving to full-colour printing for the latest magazine. This was
achieved by changing our printing supplier and effecting distribution by Head
Office, both of which were implemented for the Spring edition.
� Donations were made to Head Office to support conservation activities:
£1,700 for the Surrey Small Blue project and £1,000 for the Match Pot appeal,
which unlocked £10,000 funding from the Landfill Communities Fund.
This compared with £2,000 donated last year to help fund the cost of providing
our South East Regional Officer.
� Total net costs of £616 for hosting the AGM and New Members’ Day were
broadly in line with last year’s figure of £649.
� Other Support Costs totalling £180 were incurred for the hosting and
maintenance of our branch website.
3 Excess of expenditure over income
� £1,713 versus £170 last year – an increase of £1,543. This was mostly due to
reduced income and our greater support for conservation projects, as detailed above.
4 Year-end Balance Sheet
� The balance held in our current bank account was £7,826.
� Value of sales goods stock was £722 versus £935 last year, reflecting reduced
sales, the associated stock replenishment and the reduction of stock values
mentioned above.
� Debtors stood at just £38, representing the VAT recoverable from this year’s
purchases.

Treasurer’s report Peter Camber

� continued on page 44
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4 Finance: Peter Camber referred to the accounts and commentary in the latest
Skipper. Membership subscriptions are the most significant contribution. Income
from Butterfly Festival down significantly – usually £1,000, this year £84.
PC explained the plan to reduce reserves as instructed by Head Office. Deposit
account currently stands at c. £7,000. PC estimates expenditure this year at
£6,500, including: £2,700 for Skipper printing and postage; £2,800 for
conservation projects. PC expects expenditure to exceed income by £850.
PC thanked Graham Revill for auditing the accounts.
Accounts approved: proposed Ken Willmott; seconded Nigel Jackman.

5 Membership: David Gradidge reported current membership at a record 945,
including 90 new members since September. Many of these were free, so it
remains to be seen how many will continue. Head Office reported that Big
Butterfly Count had created a surge of new members.

6 Recorder: Malcolm Bridge has enjoyed being County Recorder for the past 13
years but is happy to hand over to Harry Clarke. 95% of records are now
inputted electronically and HC can produce interesting interpretations.
MB thanked Ian Cunningham for his extraordinary recording efforts.
HC introduced himself and thanked everyone who had submitted records so far.
HC stressed that all records are significant, including from gardens, and urged
people to continue sending in records.

7 Oaken Wood: MB reported on a frustrating year in which he has tried to talk to
Forestry Commission five times to discuss the lease but has not been able to pin
anyone down. MB is sure that FC wish to continue with the arrangement.
The Betony Case-bearer requires bracken so there is a balance between bracken-
bashing and retaining some habitat for this species.
MB thanked John Buckley, Mike Weller, David Gardner and Philip Underwood
for their work-party efforts. MB also expressed his sadness at the loss of regular
worker Howard Whiting, who died earlier this year.

8 Field Trips: Mike Weller reported that many species had been late to emerge,
causing early trips to miss target species. However, this benefited later trips.
Bookham recorded 23 species as opposed to 10 at the same time last year.
Highlights: huge numbers of Chalkhill Blues at Denbies; a successful trip to
Vale End thanks to Daphne and John Foulsham. MW also observed a greater
number of migrants. The maximum number of participants was 29.
MB thanked all the trip leaders and urged anyone with an idea for a new walk or
new leaders to contact him.

9 Moths: Paul Wheeler was unable to attend. DG thanked him for arranging some
interesting events. Paul notifies people of ad-hoc events through the season.

10 Transects: Francis Kelly is new to the post and is getting to grips with the
transects and their walkers. All data can now be input online.

11 Committee elections: David Gardner, Mike Weller and Ken Willmott stood for
re-election; proposed Dennis Newland; seconded Harry Clarke.
GE proposed, FK seconded the election of Harry Clarke.

Meeting closed: 10.55am.

� Creditors stood at £592, including an estimated £400 rent for Oaken Wood, the
lease for which is still under negotiation. This compares to £1,272 last year, which
included £825 printing costs for our Skipper magazine.
� Overall, our general funds reduced to £7,994 from £9,707 last year. Similar
reductions in our general funds can be expected for the next 2 years as we seek to
reduce them to a target figure equivalent to 6 months’ operating costs, in line with
Head Office policy.
5 Conclusions
� Our basic operating expenses for the year, before making donations to
conservation projects, were £4,459. Although these costs were covered by
subscription income of £4,956, for the last 5 years this margin has only averaged
just over £300. Given the planned reduction in our financial reserves over the next
2 years, we will then face a situation where, without a reliable source of non-
subscription income, we shall have no option but to reduce our level of financial
support for conservation projects. This would be a disappointing development,
given our raison d’être of conserving butterflies.
� We must therefore find alternative sources of income and minimise our operating
costs in order that we may continue to provide a meaningful level of financial
support for conservation projects in the years ahead.

� TREASURER: from page 42

Minutes from last year’s AGM Kirstie Banham

Butterfly Conservation Surrey & SW London branch 19th AGM
10am, Saturday 9 November 2013
Friends Life Sports & Social Club, Dorking Attendance: 71
Chairman: David Gardner welcomed members and thanked the Committee for their
work on behalf of the branch during the year.
Apologies: Paul Wheeler, Ian Middlebrook, Peter Webster.
1 Minutes of previous AGM: proposed Phil Boys; seconded Dennis Newland.
2 Matters arising: none.
3 Chairman: New roles – Treasurer: Peter Camber; Skipper Editor: Francis Kelly;
County Recorder: Harry Clarke.
The new Butterfly Atlas has been published and will be available to buy at this
meeting. DG applauded the efforts of all involved.
DG thanked: Malcolm Bridge for fulfilling the role of County Butterfly
Recorder for 13 years; Geoff Eaton for organising New Members’ Day in July;
Phil Boys for his fund and awareness-raising efforts at various shows.
The Juniper Hall Butterfly Festival was under review as the event had not been a
success this year.
David Gradidge would like to retire as Membership Secretary and DG asked for
any volunteers to make themselves known.
Geoff Eaton will send proceeds from the sale of old WWF books to WWF.
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RICHARD BANCE, Membership Secretary elect

MY interest in entomology began in the early 1960s.
My brother Philip was a keen ornithologist and

would go bird-watching almost every weekend.
He was 14 years my senior, and from the age of about
nine I accompanied him on many trips.
Our family lived in South-East London and we often

visited the Thames Estuary Marshes. I found myself being
more attracted to the butterflies flitting around us than the
distant birds. During the late1960s my interest developed
further and I joined the Amateur Entomologists’ Society.
For a school science project I compiled a practical

survey of the loss of butterfly populations due to parasites. I collected about 100
newly hatched larvae of both Peacocks and Small Tortoiseshells. Half were reared in
an enclosed container and protected from parasites; the others were reared in a net
cage with holes large enough for parasitic wasps to enter.
The unprotected cage attracted little black wasp-like insects. They would settle on

each newly exposed pupa, after the larva had shed it skin and lay their eggs into it
while it was still soft. The larvae reared in a protected environment emerged with
100% success. But from those without protection, only two of each group had
resultant adults. I was amazed as I watched pupa after pupa produce parasitic wasps.
Although this was not a truly scientific survey it did help me to appreciate why
female butterflies must lay so many eggs.
Even today I collect Brimstone ova from my garden Buckthorn bushes and rear the

larvae through to pupation. I have watched spiders devour the larvae and I just cannot
stand by and see them eaten. I know we should allow nature to take its course but at a
time when so many butterflies are fighting for survival I feel I must help.
In the late 1970s I spent months travelling in a quest to see exotic species in their

natural habitat. The expedition took in Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Colombia and the USA,
and the incredible insects there live vividly in my memory. Over the years I have
reared many foreign species of butterflies and moths and even now in my 60s
I remain in awe of these wonderful creatures.
I have been fortunate to travel to many countries as I have worked for a number of

international airlines. I spent 10 years in Los Angeles running the fares & ticketing
operations for Malaysia Airlines and became an active member of the Entomological
Association of Southern California.
I am now semi-retired and have been looking to become more involved with

Butterfly Conservation. David Gradidge’s retirement after 10 years as Membership
Secretary has given me the opportunity. Although I am primarily a Kent member,
I also belong to the Surrey, Sussex and Cornwall branches. Living close to the Surrey
border, I like to attend field trips in Surrey.

First Person Focus on a branch personality

Chair: David Gardner (first elected 2008)

Branch Contact & Oaken Wood Manager: Malcolm Bridge (1999)

Conservation Adviser: Ken Willmott (1995) 
County Butterfly Recorder: Harry Clarke (2013) 

Editor of Surrey Skipper, Publicity Officer & Webmaster: Francis Kelly (2012)

Events Organiser: Phil Boys (2000)
 Field trips Organiser: Mike Weller (1997)

Membership Secretary: David Gradidge (1995)

Moth Officer: Paul Wheeler (2006)  
Secretary to the Committee: Kirstie Banham (2012)

Transect Coordinator: Francis Kelly
Treasurer: Peter Camber (2011)

Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey Coordinator: Harry Clarke see above
Committee member: Geoff Eaton (2008)
Committee member: Richard Bance (2014) 
Committee member: Clive Huggins (2014) 

BC Senior Regional Officer – South East: Dan Hoare
Queen Elizabeth Country Park, Gravel Hill, Horndean, Hants PO8 0QE 

County Moth Recorder: Graham Collins
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